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During World War II, media machines of all
the parties involved in that universal war
that claimed the lives of millions produced

special movies and documentaries that are still
available on YouTube today, and through which
everyone can see the efforts used to demonize
certain people, despise them and make fun of
their culture and religion. The US movie industry
played a major role in creating stereotype images
of the German and Japanese that still dominate
Americans’ minds today. 

The same media mobilization was used during
the East-West cold war, giving the upper hand to
US and British media, as the most popular movie
series have been used to slander the Soviet peo-
ple. Such movies and animations produced by
Disney were used to slander the people and coun-
tries that were then deemed as enemy to the
United States. 

Today, screening of such movies and docu-
mentaries is banned on any national TV channel
in the US because they involve racist calls and
phrases against certain people, races and reli-
gions. These include movies produced by Warner
Brothers and Colombia that only call for mockery
of their content and of their producers.
Nonetheless, this does not mean that they did not
achieve the goal of promoting public hatred
towards the enemy. 

However, when the war was over and such pro-
ductions became a bad media archive that every-
body is trying to forget, the Arab World still unfor-
tunately uses such media campaigns that were
used over hundred years ago before the revolu-
tion of the press, telegrams, radio and telephones.
The same is being done with the revelation of
social media networks and satellite TV channels
that are being used as means of silly, superficial
yet hostile propaganda. 

The real problem is that we have developed
stereotype images of each other that are used on
social media networks in cheap disgusting media
wars. What is even worse is that we have a hidden
reserve of racial and regional hatred that is being
used in this war leaving us no option but to rely on
Arab recipients’ awareness to be the final judge in
attempts to put an end to the bad use of social
media as cheap and old means of propaganda. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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The ship arrived at its final destination loaded
with sheep. The sheep were unloaded, driv-
en into barns to be fed before their slaugh-

ter. Meanwhile, tycoon sheep merchants met to
discuss what to do. The quantity is so big and
endless profits are expected, yet the question
remains: Who will slaughter all the sheep?

This question remained unanswered as the for-
mer butcher was so passionate and merciful. He
had inherited the profession from his ancestors
though he was not fit for the job. His mercy was
harmful to both merchants and the sheep because
he preferred slaughtering the sheep while listen-
ing to Mozart and Chopin symphonies thinking
that classic music would calm down the sheep
while facing their destiny and butchers’ knives. 

Slaughtering slowed down as it took a whole
year to get the job done as each sheep listens to
only one sonnet, and one would never manage to

slaughter even one quarter of the entire quantity.
In addition, the butcher’s tenderness and shaking
hands would only torture the sheep during the
process. But it is still his ancestors’ career and
tycoon merchants still respect their good historic
relation with the butcher’s folks. 

Nevertheless, no one cares about courtesy and
favors if interests are at stake. That is when they
started considering a new butcher; some suggest-
ed bringing someone from outside while others
rejected the idea on the grounds that a country’s
sheep should only be slaughtered by its own
butchers. Others suggested distributing the
sheep amongst themselves so that each can
slaughter their share as they please. Again, some
merchants opposed the idea on grounds that
they were only merchants who knew nothing
about butchery. 

A third team of minor merchants expressed
willingness to do the slaughtering, but the older
ones refused the proposal, noting that those
young merchants lacked enough experience to
do the job because trading and butchery were
two different things completely. More and more
unusual and extraordinary ideas were suggested,
according to sources who stated that the meeting
is still ongoing to determine the future of slaugh-
tering sheep. Meanwhile, the sheep are waiting in
boredom and depression without even listening
to any music. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 
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KUWAIT: An Interior Ministry officer was court-martiated and
sentenced to seven days in jail for leaking ministry news
through an account on Twitter. A source said the officer took
advantage of his position in a sensitive department to share
news and information about citizens and expats. His superiors
referred him to a military council for disciplinary action. 

Fugitive caught on Failaka
Failaka policemen arrested an Iranian man who has

received a 10-year jail sentence for drugs. The man was caught
while trying to flee Kuwait via boat. He confessed that an
accomplice helped him reach Failaka and then dropped him
there. Police saw the man at night and when they
approached, he ran but was unable to escape. Once his finger-
prints were taken, it was discovered that he was wanted. He
was sent to concerned authorities.

House breaker arrested
A young man was arrested after entering a house with

criminal intent and being in possession of illicit drugs. A citi-
zen heard noise in his house and when he went to see, he
found the accused. The homeowner tackled the stranger

and called police. Police found drugs on the man when he
was searched.

Drug users arrested
A young woman was caught with hashish and shabu while

in the company of two citizens and admitted to using drugs
with the two. Police stopped the three during a routine patrol
and upon checking, they found the two citizens wanted for
financial cases involving more than KD 13,000. The citizens
were discovered to have hashish on them and when the
woman’s bag was searched, she was also found to be in pos-
session of drugs and drug paraphernalia. All three were sent
to Drugs Control General Department.

Drug addict fails at suicide bid
A suspected drug addict failed in his attempt to commit

suicide by jumping from a water tank. A security source said a
man called police about a person climbing on top of a water
tank at the Jahra stables. The man was yelling and threatening
to jump. Police, paramedics and technical rescue officers
rushed to the scene and convinced the man to come down. He
was found to be under the influence of a narcotic substance
and was charged with attempted suicide and drug use.

Interior news leaker sentenced 

— Al-Anba


